
TELUS Managed Azure
Maximize the value of your Microsoft Azure deployment 
with flexible managed cloud services from TELUS.

Microsoft Azure offers businesses with a flexible, on-demand and consumption-based platform to 

build, manage, and deploy applications on a massive global network. Due to its scalability, reliability and 

affordability, Azure appeals to organizations of all sizes as a cloud computing platform of choice, and has 

become a compelling alternative to traditional on-premise data centres. 

However, with a wide range of available services and a constantly evolving platform, implementing and managing 

Azure can be challenging. A clear strategy is needed to identify the right workloads to be moved to Azure and to 

right-size the cloud infrastructure for optimal application performance and cost optimization. In addition, best 

practices must be implemented to improve business outcomes, lower consumption costs, reduce operational 

overhead and mitigate security risks.

TELUS Managed Azure lets you shift focus to your core business.

Whether you have already deployed Azure in your organization or are considering it, TELUS can help. As you move 

more workloads or applications to Azure, your cloud infrastructure expands, and managing it internally may prove to 

be a daunting task. Consumption costs can increase due to cloud sprawl and internal resources are stretched as 

demands for time, skills and the right tools continue to grow. 

Let TELUS assume the ongoing management of your Azure platform, allowing your internal IT teams to work on 

other important business initiatives. TELUS Managed Azure helps you optimize your Azure deployment, save 

money with reduced consumption costs, and mitigate risk with data protection, recovery and compliance services.

We recognize that you may have multiple Azure services requiring varying levels of support, that’s why TELUS 

offers two levels of Managed Azure.

of your Azure cloud platform.

All Azure Essential Services, plus
• Infrastructure management
• OS patching
• Identity and access management
• Data protection
• Network security
• Threat protection & Anti-malware
• Service desk 24x7
• Backup management
• Advanced reports

Azure Essential Services Azure Managed Operations

As-needed service to support your Complete, comprehensive management  

Asure cloud platform.

• Account setup
• Service familiarization / Onboarding service 
• Infrastructure monitoring
• Service desk 8x5
• Incident management
• Security notifications
• Knowledgebase
• Site-to-site VPN
• Express Route
• Reporting



Identify the right 
workloads to be 

migrated to Azure

Design the optimal 
Azure services for your 

organization

Transform and migrate 
applications and data 

safely to Azure

Test the proposed Azure 
deployment model before 

going to production

We believe that every cloud transformation requires a comprehensive roadmap guided by a strategy 

aligned with your business goals. TELUS Azure Cloud Advisory Services help you do just that.

Our experts will work with you to understand your business and IT needs, assess your workloads, 

evaluate cloud readiness, and plot a migration and deployment strategy for a successful and 

cost-effective transition to the Azure cloud platform.
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Get the most from Azure with TELUS Managed Azure.
Connect with your Sales Executive today. Call 1-877-710-0404 to learn more.
telus.com/business

• Worry-free Azure management: Proactive resolution, reliable performance and cost optimization 

with TELUS Azure experts managing your Azure platform. 

• Better Cloud architecture and governance: Move to a best-practice approach to cloud architecture 

planning, implementation, migration, operation and optimization.

• Secure, reliable connection to Azure: Access Microsoft Azure data centres through a fast, 

reliable and secure connection delivered by TELUS Secure Cloud Connect.

• Data protection and security: Shift the responsibility of managing security, recovery and 

compliance to TELUS cloud and mitigate your operational risk.

• Multi-cloud and Hybrid IT capabilities: Optimize your workload placement with options to host 

them in TELUS-hosted Private Cloud or non-cloud IT infrastructure in addition to Azure. 

Partner with a leader in cloud and managed IT services.

Complementary cloud advisory services 
to accelerate your Azure cloud adoption.

Azure Readiness 
and Roadmap

Azure Infrastructure 
Design and Build

Azure 
Migration

Azure 
Proof-of-concept

https://www.telus.com/en/bc/business/cloud/managed-cloud/secure-cloud-connect

